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Abstract 
111 many rcscarcli studies, iiifoniiatioii on ccrtaiii variables of interest may be difficult 
or expensive to obtain, and a more feasible approach is to make use of closely related 
surrogate variables about which it is easier and cheaper to elicit information. On the 
other hand, ranking data are obtained when subjects are asked to rank p objects, and are 
frequently encountered in research studies. Very often the ranking data that is based on 
surrogate variables consists of niisclassifications. 
Thiirstonian modeling of ranking data is a popular approach in behcivioiiral science 
reseaicli. In this thesis we analyze ranking data, with misclassilication in a Tliurstoiiiaii 
franiewoik. Assuming that the probabilities in relation to misclassificatioii are known, a. 
model is fonimlated to analyze the data. Paranieler estimation procedure for the approach 
is developed and statistical properties for the estimates are discussed. In order to enhance 
the applicability of the proposed approach, the implementation of the estimation using 
the easily accessible structural equation modeling software Mx is examined. Numerical 
examples and results of simulation studies are reported to illustrate the practicality and 
application of the proposed approach. 
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Many variables t hat are used in behavioural science research are ordinal categorical vari-
ables. Misclassificat ion of data is one of the commonly encountered problems. iMisclas-
sification may be due to the device that classifies the data is fallible, that is, the device 
iiiay not classify (he data correctly. At in any occasions it is also clue to that surrogate 
variables about which it is easier and cheaper to elicit information are used instead of the 
original variables of interest about whirli it, may bo cxponsivo or difficult to rolloct data. 
Yin and Pooi.i (2007) investigated the estiinaiioii of the polychoric correlation of ordinal 
categorical variables with misclassilicd observations in the dataset. Two approaches have 
been considered, one of them assumes that the probabilities in relation to misclassification 
are known. 
Data collected in behavioural science research also are often in the form of rankings. 
For example, ranking data are very useful in studying consumer preference in marketing 
research studies. Ranking data are obtained when subjects are asked to rank p objects 
from 1 (most preferred) to p (least preferred). The Thiirstonian approach is useful in 
modeling and analyzing ranking data. In Thurstonian models the ranking of the p objects 
are determined by a p x 1 latent continuous random vector Y distributed as multivariate 
normal with mean vector and covarianco matrix S. By imposing different restrictions on 
the elements of and S, different special iiiodcly arc resulted. Poon (2006) explored the 
relationship between analyzing ranking data and ordinal categorical data, and made use 
of the readily available structural equation modeling procedures for analyzing categorical 
data to analyze ranking data in the Thiirstonian framework. 
As surrogate variables are frequently used in behavioural science research, ranking 
data with niisrlassifiration will often bo encountci od. Misrlassifiod ranking data might also 
arise if some respondents are not sure about the ranking of some of the alternatives. In this 
thesis we will make use of the Thurstonian approach to model and analyze misclassilied 
ranking data, with the assumption that the probabilities in relation to misclassificatiori 
are known. 
A model in the Thurstonian franiework for analyzing inisclassified lankiiig data will 
be established in Chapter 2. The iniplenientatioii of the parameter estimation procedure 
using the readily available statistical software Mx will be presented in Chapter 3 and 
Chapter 4. A simulation study will be presented in Chapt.er 5. Finally some further 
discussion will be presented in Chapter 6. 
Chapter 2 
Model 
Suppose that there are p alternatives which are ranked by n subjects without lies from 1 
(most preferred) to p (least preferred), the class of Thursloniaii models of ranking data 
operates on the assumption t.hat there exists a p x 1 vector Y = . … , Y p Y which is 
(list.ril)nted as nniltivariate normal with mean /./ =(广“.…’",》？ and covariance matrix 
E = {cTij}, and that a respondent ranks object i most preferred if his Yi value is the 
largest, second preferred if his Yi value is the second largest, and least preferred if his Yj 
value is the smallest. 
Let A be a (p — 1) x p matrix of contrasts given by 
A = 
0 
V i 0 
and let 
Y* = AY = 
0 —1 • • 
0 . 
/Yi - V 2 \ 
V'l -V'3 
v n 
( 2 . 1 ) 
u; 
(2.2) 
then the distribution of Y* is multivariate normal with mean fi* = A/i = (/,/ 
3 
A, 
and covariancc matrix E* 二 A S A ^ = {o"* }. Let T — p\ be the total number of possible 
ranking patterns; (l^t(i) > > > be the ordering of the elements of Y 
associated with the ranking pattern t, t = 1, • • • ,T; and tti be the probability of observing 
ranking pat tern t, then it can be shown that (see, e.g., Chan and Bentler, 1998): 
TTt = � � V ; ( 2 ) � . . . > 
= � - y t ( 2 ) � 0 : … ， V ; , ( p _ i ) - Vtip) > 0) (2.3) 
= ( I V i ( D , S , y ; D ^ S * S � ’ D , ) (2.4) 
二（V I ( D , S , A " . ; D , S , A S A X D , ) (2.5) 
where (I),)—i (2; R) denotes the distribution function of the {p— l)-dirnensional standardized 
limitivai'iate normal (listrihiitioii with correlation matrix R , evaluated at z; S, is a (/;— 
1) X (p - 1) selection matrix of O's, I 's and - I ' s , which transforms Y* to those contrasts 
involved in (2.3) spedfic to the pattern t] D( = and tt, are unknown 
parameters satisfying 0 < ttj < 1, and tt^  = 1. 
To illustrate the above class of Tlmrstonian models, let us consider the Thiirst.onian 
model of ranking data with 3 alternatives which are ranked without ties from 1 (most 
preferred) to 3 (least preferred). Let Z = (Zi, Z2, Z^)^ be a vector of the observed 
rankings, Zj be the ranking of object z, i .—- 1,2,3. There exists a 3 x 1 underlying 
random vector Y = (^1,^2, Va)^ which is distributed as multivariate normal with mean 
11 = ( " . 1 ， " . 2 ’ a n d covariancc matrix E = {(7ij}-
The 2 x 3 matrix of contrasts is given by 
A = ( l 0 —Oi)' 
Let 
Y* = A Y 
the distribution of Y* is multivariate normal with mean //* 二 A// = //^)^ and covari-
ancc matr ix S* = K L P J 二 
The number of possible ranking pat terns is T = 3! = 6. > > ⑶）is 
the ordering of the elements of Y associated with the ranking pa t te rn 
Specifically the possible observable ranking pat terns are: 
t = 6. 
Pat tern 1 : Z = ( u ‘corresponding to Vi > V2 > 
Pat tern 2 : Z = ( U ‘corresponding to > V3 > V? 
Pat tern 3 : Z 二 (2,] L，3)7 corresponcling to V2 二 > > n 
Pat tern 4 : Z = (3，: L，2)7 corresponding to V2 二 > 、 3 〉 
Pat tern 5 : z = ( 2 , ： 3’1)了 corresponding to V^  二 > > h 
Pat tern 6 : z = (3，: 1 corresponding t.o ： > > Vi 
The S/,'s for the 6 possible observable ranking pat terns in the form of S / A Y = 









‘ A ) -





= 6 . 
The probability of ranking pat tern I, is tt^, where: 
Th = 尸 � y t ( 2 ) > V;(3)) 
= P K v ; � - � > 0, y ^ � - y “ 3 ) > 0) (2.6) 
二 （ I ) 2 ( D , S , . a / * ; D ^ S * S � D , ) (2.7) 
二 D , S , A S A ' r S � D , ) ， （2.8) 
where (1)2(2; R ) denotes the distribution function of the standardized bivariate normal 
distribntioii with correlation matrix R , evaluated at 2; D 二 ("•/.",.(/(Sfl+Sf))-"^; and tt/ 
are iiiikiiown paraineters satisfying 0 < tt^  < 1, and Yl^-i tt^  = 1. 
Suppose that the ranking pat terns of the respondents are classified by a fallible device 
and the ranking pat terns of some of the n respondents may have been inisclassified. Let 
the imiiiher of observations that belong to patt.ern t be ft:, the probability that, a ranking 
pat tern actually belongs to pat tern t is tt/,; the probability thai a ranking pat tern being 
classified coiicctly if it belongs to pat tern I. is 77; and the probability tha t a ranking 
pat tern being classilied into pat tern I2 if it belongs to pat tern t[ and is inisclassified 
is 7«2(ti)，where 7f._,(<,) are assumed to be known constants that satisfy 0 < 7(2⑷）< 1, 
^t.{t) 二 0，and Yh2=i ""2(“）： 1 for all .“. It can be shown that the log-likelihood function 
is given by 
(2.9) 
t2 = l <1 = 1 
where 
二 { 二 “ ) ( 1 — n J , Otherwise (2.10) 
are known constants. 
There are many ways to calibrate the set of ^t^iti) values. For example a set of 
7f2(ti) values is presented in Table 2.1. The values have been compiled based on the 
assumption that a respondent is usually sure about, either the highest or the lowest ranked 
alternative, and is not so sure about the rankings of the other two alternatives. As a result, 
misclassification of these two other alternatives may arise. For example, some objects in 
pattern 1 ( V i � > ^ 2 � V ' 3 ) might bo rlassifiod into pattern 2 (Vi > >3 > >2) or pattern 3 
(V2 > Vi > y'3) with equal probability. 
Based 011 the set of. 7t2(/,i) values in Table 2.1, the sets of ipt2{t.i) values, with T( = 0.8 and 
Tt = 0.9, t — 1, 2, • • •, 6, are obtained and presented hi Table 2.2 and Table 2.3 respectively. 
Moreover, by setting Tt = I the model reduces to the one with no niisclassificatioii. The 
respective set of •ipt.o{t.i) values is presented in Table 2.4. 
t'l 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 0 1/2 1/2 0 0 0 
2 1/2 0 0 () 1/2 0 
h 3 1/2 0 0 1/2 0 0 
4 0 0 1/2 0 0 1/2 
5 0 1/2 0 0 0 1/2 
6 0 0 0 1/2 1/2 0 
Table 2.1: A set of 7/.2(ii) values for p = 3 
t2 









0 0 0 








u u.丄 u 
0.1 0 0 
4 0 0 0.1 0.8 0 0.1 
5 0 0.1 0 0 0.8 0.1 
6 0 0 0 0.1 0.1 0.8 
Table 2.2: The set of V�.2(“）values for p = 3, n = 0.8, t = 1,2, • • • ,G 
1 2 
丨2 
3 4 5 6 
1 0.9 0.05 0.05 0 0 0 
2 0.05 0.9 0 0 0.05 0 
G 3 0.05 0 0.9 0.05 0 0 
4 0 0 0.05 0.9 0 0.05 
5 0 0.05 0 () 0.9 0.05 
6 0 0 0 0.05 0.05 0.9 
Table 2.3: The set of •i/'<2(/.i) values for p == 3，Tj = 0.9, t — 
h 







1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
Table 2.4: The set of ipt2{ti) values foi, p = 3, t , = 1’ / = 1，2，.. •，6 
The goal of this thesis is to estimate the true parameters in the mean vector / / . = 
(/L/,1, /i2, A^s)^ and covariaiicc inati ix E = {(Jij}. Maximum likelihood estimates of model 
parameters can be obtained by maximizing the likelihood function in (2.9). In order to 
develop a procedure that is easily accessible to practitioners, we consider an estimation 
procedure tha t can be implemented in the statistical package Mx (Neale, et al. 1999)， 
which can be downloaded at no cost. Tii Mx there are in any built-in fit functions tha t 
enable striictviral equation modelling, matr ix algebra calculation and statistical modelling. 
Ill addition to the lilting functions tha t can l)c found in coinmcrcial s tn ic tu ia l c^quatioii 
modelling soft.waies, it also allows users to define their own fit functions for further general 
applications. The matrix a]gel)ia processor eimbles the Mx to fit a variety of models. 
Chapter 3 
Implementation by Mx 
The Thiirstoiiian model for ranking data with 3 alternatives has been introduced in Chap-
ter 2 for the sake of simplicity and easy iinderstancling. In fact estimation procedures for 
ranking data with more alternatives could be developed similarly. In this chapter, we dis-
cuss how estiiiiat ioii of the model in Cliapler 2 can be iiiipleinented by Mx wit h reference 
to a (lata set that involves rankings of 4 objects. 
3.1 Example 1 
Coiisiiiner preference is one of the most frequently encouiiterecl marketing research prob-
lems. Consider the preference ranking patterns in a compact car's data (from Maycleii-
Olivares, 1999, Table 1) involving the car models of Ford Fiesta, Opel Corsa, Peugeto 106 
and Volkswagen Polo. As there are 4 objects, the niiniber of possible ranking patterns is 
4! = 24. Let > > Ytcs) > ¥1(4)) be the ordering of the elements of Y that is 
associated with the ranking pattern i, t = 1, • • • ,24, the frequencies of observations in the 
patterns are shown in Table 3.1. 
Here Yi, V2, Ys and Ki are the Y values for Ford Fiesta, Opel Corsa, Peugeto 106 and 
Volkswagen Polo respectively. For example, Pattern 5: Yi > Ki > >2 > Y^  means that 
10 
Pat te rn t ft Pat tern t ft 
Pat te rn 1: Yi > ¥2 > Y3 > ¥4 16 Pat tern 13: > ^ 3 � > > K, 22 
Pat te rn 2: > > ^ > 16 Pat tern 14: Yg > Yj > 74 > 14 
Pat te rn 3: y ! � Y 3 � > ^ 2 > V4 14 Pat tern 15: > � V ^ i > ^ 14 
Pa t te rn 4: Ki > 73 > n > >2 2 Pat tern 16: > Ys > n > V^i 3 
Pat te rn 5: V^i > Kt > ^ > ^ 4 Pat tern 17: Ys > V4 > Vi > V2 8 
Patt,ern 6: > "Ki > V'g > V2 9 Pat tern 18: > > � 11 
Pat te rn 7: > V'l > Vs > n 16 Pat tern 19: Kj > Vi > > >3 21 
Pat te rn 8: V2 > Vi > V4 > Y3 10 Pat tern 20: V4 > Vi > V3 > V2 12 
Pat te rn 9: V2 > >3 > V'l > Y^ 19 Pat tern 21: Ki > >^2 > V'l > >3 14 
Pat tern 10: >,2 > V3 > Kj > 3 Pat tern 22: Kt > Vs > >3 > V^i 9 
Pat tern 11: Vo > K, > V i � K 8 Pattern 23: > ^^ > > V2 1 1 
Pat tern 12: Yo > V：, > K > ^ 9 Pat.leni 24: K, > V3 > Vs > Vi 14 
Table 3. 
1) 
Ranking da ta for the compact car's da ta (from ]\'laydeii-0livares, 1999, Table 
Ford Fiesta is (he most preferred (rank = 1). 
(rank = 2)，Opel Corsa is the third preferred 
preferred (rank = 4). 
When p — 4, the 3 x 4 matrix of contrasts is given by 
Volkswagen Polo is the second preferred 
(rank = 3), and Peiigeto 106 is the least 
A = 
o o
 _ 1 — I 
o I
 o 
Similar as before, let 
= 
y j I n v 
with mean 
Y* = A Y 二 
the distribution of Y* is multivariate normal  (i* 二 A/./, = (/iT,/4，/4)T and 
covaiiance matrix E* = A E A ^ = {cr^ * }. 




V 〜 ） - K f � 
=S,AYJ = 1 , 2 , • • • , 2 4 ， 
where the selection matrices Sj are given in Appendix B. This set of Sj matrices will be 
used to construct a template for analyzing 4-diiiiciisioiial ranking data with iiiisclassifica-
tioii. 
The probability of ranking pattern t is tti, where similar to the derivation in (2.6) to 
(2.10), we have: 
兀， = / V ( V , , ( i ) > y ' , � > V,(3) > V'(⑷） 
二（I)3(D,S,A".;D,S,Ai:A'rS�D,)， (3.1) 
where (I>3(2;R) denotes the distribiitioii function of the 3-diinensioiia] standardized iiiul-
tivariate normal distribution with correlation matrix R , evaluated at z\ tt^  are unknown 
}3aranieters satisfying 0 < tt^  < 1 and J2tti :1； and D = (diaff(StE*Sj'))~^^-. 
Ignoring a constant term, the log-likeliliood function is given by 
where 
24 24 
t2 = l t l = l 
, _ jn2, if h = ti 
" ^她 1) — I T M �（1_T“），otherwise 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
are known constants satisfying 0 < 7t2(ti) < 1, 7t(/.) = 0 and Yltti li2{ti) — 1 [or all ^i. 
The set of 7,2“0 values adopted for the analysis is presented in Table 3.2. Similar 





about the highest or lowest ranked alternative, and the rankings of the other 
might be iiiisclassificd due to that the respondent is unsure of their relative 
13 







1 / 9 
1 / 9 
1 / 9 
1/9 
1 / 9 
1/9 
0 
1 / 9 
"9 
1 / 9 
1 / 9 
0 
1/9 
1 / 9 1 / 9 1 / 9 1 / 9 
1 / 9 1 / 9 1 / 9 1 / 9 
0 1 / 9 1 / 9 1 / 9 
1 / 9 0 1 / 9 1 / 9 
1 / 9 1 / 9 0 1 / 9 
1 / 9 1 / 9 1 / 9 0 
1 / 9 0 0 0 
0 0 1 / 9 0 
1 / 9 0 1 / 0 
1 / 9 
1 / 9 0 1 / 9 
1/9 
I/O 
1 / 9 
1 / 9 0 1 / 9 
1 / 9 0 1 / 9 
1 / 9 
1 / 9 0 1 / 9 
1 / 9 
1 / 9 
0 
1 / 9 
1/9 
1/9 
1 / 9 
1 / 9 






1 / 9 
1 / 9 0 1 / 9 
1 / 9 
1 / 9 0 1 / 9 
1/9 
1 / 9 0 1 / 9 
1/9 
1 / 9 
1 / 9 
0 
0 
1 / 9 
0 
1/9 
1 / 9 
1 / 9 
1 / 9 
0 
1 / 9 
1 / 9 0 1 / 9 
1 / 9 0 1 / 9 
1 / 9 0 1 / 9 
1 / 9 
1 / 9 
1 / 9 
1/9 
1 / 9 0 1 / 9 
1 / 9 0 1 / 0 
I / J ) 0 1 / 9 
1 / 9 0 1 / Q 
1 / 9 0 1 / 9 
1/9 
1 / 9 
1 / 9 0 1 / 9 
1 / 9 0 1 / 9 
0 0 0 1 / 9 0 1 / 9 
0 1 / 9 1 / 9 I / U 1 / 9 1 / 9 
l / ' J 0 1 / ! ' 1 / 9 1 / f 1 / 9 
1 / 9 1 / 9 0 1 / ! ) 1 / 9 1 / 9 
1 / 0 1 / 9 1 / 9 0 1 / 9 1 / 9 
1 / 9 1 / ! ) 1 / 9 1 / 9 0 1 / 0 
1 / 9 1 / 9 1 / 9 1 / 9 1 / 5 ) 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 / 9 0 1 / 9 
0 0 0 
0 1 / 9 0 
1 / 9 0 1 / 9 
0 1 / 9 0 
0 0 0 
1 / 9 0 1 / 9 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 







1 / 9 
1 / 9 
1/9 
1/9 
1 / 9 
1/0 
1 / 9 
1 / 9 
1 / 9 
1/9 
0 丨/9 0 
0 1 / 9 1 / 9 
1 / 9 1 / 9 1 / 9 
0 1 / 9 1 / 9 
1 / 9 1 / 9 1 / 9 
1 / 9 0 1 / 9 
1 / 9 0 1 / 9 
1 / 9 0 
0 0 
0 1 / 9 
1 / 9 0 
0 1 / 9 
1 / 9 1 / 9 
1 / i ) 1 / 9 
1 / 9 1 / 9 
1 / 9 1 / 9 
0 1 / 9 
1 / 9 0 
0 1 / 9 
1/9 1/9 
1 / 9 1 / 9 
0 1 / 9 
1 / 9 0 
1 / 9 1 / 9 
1/9 1/9 
Table 3.2: T h e set of 7,2⑷）values for p = 4： 
14 
Similar to Table�2.2 to Table 2.4, difForont sets of '0t2(ti) values will be obtained for 
ditfcreiit iniscUissificatioii probabilities T(, i = 1,2, • • •, 24. If we assume that the da ta are 
correctly classified, then we should set Tf 二 1，for all t. 
We analyze the ranking da ta using the basic Thurstonian model, which is a model with 
mean vector f.i and covariance matrix E, with constraints {m = 0; an = 1, 2 = 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ; 
and (734 = 0. These constraints are same as those adopted by Maycleii-Olivares (1999) for 
the purpose of identifying the model. 
The maximuiii likelihood estimates of the model parameters can be obtained by inaxi-
rnizing (3.2). Such an optimization procedure cannot be directly implemented by existing 
packages. To enhance the applicability of Uie proposed approach, we develop an estima-
tion procedure that can be implemented in the statistical package Mx. 
The sample input script for analyzing ranking da ta with misclassification is given in 
Appendix A. A iiiiiltiple-groiip option with 24 groups is needed. Each group corresponds 
to one of the 24 observable ranking patterns. Comments (after “！” in the input script) 
have been made to help readers to understand the input script. The following is some 
further explanation of the input script. 
In Group 1 we first need to specify the total number of groups and the number of 
ranking alternatives in the Thurstonian model, as shown in the command line "DAta" 
where "NG=24 NI=3" . Here "NI=3" as there are 4 ranking alternatives and hence the 
normal distributions involved are of dimension 3. It should be noted that in Mx numbers 
are also stored in matrices. 
With regard to the Matrix section of Group 1, the matrices U, L and T are used to store 
the specifications tha t are required to compute the multivariate distributions in (3.1) and 
(3.3). Matrix V stores the misclassification probabilities 功 t2 ( t i ) such as those shown in Ta-
15 
blc 3.3, which must be loaded into Mx from the external file "examplelmisclassprob.txt". 
Matr ix O stores the frequencies of the 24 observable ranking pat terns f t , which is loaded 
into Mx from the external file "examplel.obs". From Table 3.2 we see tha t each of the 
24 observeable ranking pat terns could be misclassified into 9 other ranking patterns. The 
selection matr ix of Pat tern 1, and the selection matrices of the 9 possible ranking pat terns 
t ha t Pa t t e rn 1 might be misclassfied to are stored in the matrices B, D, F , Q, W, Y, 
C, E, G and R respectively. Out of these 10 selection matrices, the selection matrix of 
the ranking pat tern with the smallest pat tern number, in this case it is Pat tern 1, will 
l)e stored in matrix B. and the selection matrix of the ranking pat tern with the largest 
pa t te rn number (in this case it is Pa t te rn 15, please refer to Table 3.2) will be stored in 
matr ix R. Please refer to Appendix B for the selection matrices of all of the 24 ranking 
pat terns. Matrices J and M are used to extract the values of 论 i ( / ] ) and Finally, we 
specify the start ing values for the estimation of the parameters in the matrices 77 and 
"，which store the mean vector // —- —- ("]，".2，/,3’and covarianco matr ix E 二 { � • } of 
the iincleilying vector Y = 0 , i ， Y ' 2 ，广 . T h e matrices in the Matrix section that, are 
marked as "invariant" will remain unchanged across the 24 groups. 
In the Algebra section we calculate 介t of Pat tern 1 and the other 9 pat terns that 
Pa t t e rn 1 might be misclassified to. During the calculation process we only need to 
calculate 介i for these 10 patterns, as the 7t2(/.i) values of the remaining 14 ranking pat terns 
equal 0 according to Table 3.2, and thus 介 （ o f these 14 ranking pat terns do not need to 
be calculated. Please refer to (3.2). 
After the Algebra section we calculate the contribution of Group 1 to the log-likelihood 
function in (3.2). The contribution of Group 1 is equal to - 2 f i The 
value —2 is a constant term stored in the matr ix / in the Matrix section. The reason that 
16 
the constant term is equal to —2 is that likelihood ratio tests often involve the expression 
—2x (log-likelihood function evaluated that maximum likelihood parameter estimates). 
The layouts of Group ^ = 2 to Group t = 24 are similar to that of Group 1. The 
matrices in Group 1 marked as "invariant" can be used in Group 2 to Group 24. The 
selection matr ix of Pat tern t, and the selection matrices of the 9 possible ranking pat terns 
tha t Pa t te rn t might be inisclassfied to are stored in the matrices B, D, F , Q, Y, C, 
E, G and R in the same manner as Group 1. Matrices J and M are used to extract the 
values of . ' / � ( � and ./.,, The contribution of Group t to the log-likelihood function in (3.2), 
—2ft is then calculated. 
Combining all contributions from Group 1 to Group 24. the overall fit function is given 
by - 2 _ = - 2 E S = i f t . H E f U 办 . 2 ( “ ) 介。）• 
Using the Mx program, we analyzed the cars clataset based on the set of 飞 / . “ “ ） v a l u e s in 
Table 3.2 and different values of We first consider a situation with no misclassification. 
This can he accomplished by setting t , = 1 for all I. With the above program script 
inputted into Mx, the inaximurii likelihood estimates of fi and H arc; 
/ /. 二 
where parameters with an asterisk are fixed. The estimates are very close to those pro-
duced by Maycleii-Olivares (1999，Table 2). 
The proposed procedure has also be used to analyze the set of da ta by assuming 
tha t there are iiiiscla^sificatioii. This has been achieved by changing the misclassification 
probabilities to be loaded into matrix V. Therefore the above input script serves as a 
template for any da ta analysis of ranking da ta (with or without misclassification structure) 
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/ 0 . 1 6 2 8 \ / r 0.6633 0.5030 0.1G88\ 
0.1166 
and E = 
0.6G33 r 0.4410 0.1310 
0.0889 









with 4 alternatives. 
Attent ion should be paid to the format of the matrix V. Matrix V is constructed 
as a 24 X 10 matrix. The i-th row of matr ix V consists of the non-zero values, 
二 1,2. 24. For example, in Table 3.3’ the third row of V for n = 0.8 is "0.022 0.022 
0.8 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022". Tha t is, it is constructed by eliminating the 
zero elements in the third row of Table 3.3，without changing the orders of the remaining 
elements. Similarly, the third row of \/ for n = 0.9 and n = 1 are “0.011 0.011 0.9 0.011 
0.011 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.011" and "0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0" respectively. The reason 
for constructing matrix K as a, 24 x 10 matrix instead of a 24 x 24 matrix is tlmt as any 
single matr ix is assigned to an alphabet (case insensitive) in Mx，preparing a directly 
usable 24 x 10 matr ix V would save many storage locations for matrices used to locate 
the relevciiil. elements in the otherwise constructed 24 x 24 matrix V, and these vacant 
matr ix storage locations can be used for other purposes by the users of Mx. 
With Tt = 0.8 for all I. and the set of 7t2(/ii) values in Table 3.2，tho misclassification 
probabilities are those presented in Table 3.3. Loading these probabilities into the matr ix 
V and making use of the Mx program, the maximum likelihood estimates of /j, and E are 
/ ' • = 




and S = 
r 0.7446 0.5715 0 . 1 8 6 0 � 
0.7446 r 0.5166 0.1445 
0.5715 0.5166 1* (T 
V 0.1860 0.1445 Cr 1* 
Similarly, with Tt = 0.9 for all t, and by making use of the misclassific ation probabilities 





and E = 
r 0.7038 0.5370 0.1779 \ 
0.7038 V 0.4781 0.1385 
0.5370 0.4781 P 0* 
V 0.1779 0.1385 0* 1* 
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11 12 13 1,1 15 16 
.022 
.022 
1.022 0 . 0 2 2 0 0 , 0 2 2 0 0 0 . 0 2 2 
1.022 0 . 0 2 2 0 . 0 2 2 0 0 . 0 2 2 0 0 
丨.022 0.022 0 0 0 0 0 











0 0 0 0.8 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0 0.022 
0 0.022 0 0.022 0.8 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0.022 0.022 0.8 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0 U.022 
0 0 0 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.8 0.022 0.022 0 0 0 i 
0 0 . 0 2 2 0 0 . 0 2 2 0 . 0 2 2 0 . 0 2 2 0 . 0 2 2 O.S 0 . 0 2 2 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.8 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0.022 0 0.022 0 0 0 0.8 0.022 0.022 
.022 0 0.022 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.022 0.8 0.022 
0 0 0 0 . 0 2 2 0 0 . 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 . 0 2 2 0 . 0 2 2 O.S 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.022 0 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.8 0.022 
1.022 0 0 . 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 2 2 0 . 0 2 2 0 . 0 2 2 0 . 0 2 2 0 .8 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.022 0 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 
0 0.022 0 0 0.022 0 0 0.022 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1.022 0 0.022 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.022 0 0 0.022 
0 0.022 0 0 0.022 0 0 0.022 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.022 0 0.022 0 0 0 0.022 0 










11 12 13 15 16 17 21 2 2 2 3 
. 0 1 1 0 . 0 1 1 0 . 0 1 1 0 . 0 1 1 
0.9 0.011 0.01�0.011 
I.on 0.9 0.011 0.011 
1.011 o.on 0.9 0.011 
1.011 0.011 0.011 0.9 
1.011 o.on 0.011 0.011 
0 0.011 0 
1.011 0 0.011 
1.011 0 o.on 












1.011 0 . 0 1 1 
I.oil 0 
1.011 0 . 0 1 1 
1.011 0 
1.011 0 0.011 
.011 0 0.011 
.011 0 0 0 .011 
0 0 0 .011 0 
I.on 0 0.011 
1.01 1 U.Ol 1 
0.9 0.011 
1.011 0.9 




1.011 0 .011 
1.011 o.on 




1.011 0 0 . 0 1 1 
1 . 0 1 1 
1.01 1 
丨.011 








Table 3.4: The set of 如认t�values for p = 4, t《二 0.9,产=1’ 2，.. • ’ 24 
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A summary table for the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters in // and 
S for Tt = 0.8，0.9 and 1, t = 1,2, • • •, 24 is presented in Table 3.5. A graphical compar-
ison of fii values for different n values is also shown in Figure 3.1. We can see tha t if 
the misclassification pat tern follows tha t proposed in Table 3.2, the maximum likelihood 
parameter est imates do not change substantially as Tt changes. Thus even a researcher 
does not have much information about t “ he can be quite confident tha t the maximum 
likelihood est imates of the parameters are reliable provided that at least 80 % of the 
respondents rank the alternatives correctly. 
n fi S 
^ 0.1802 \ / r 0.7446 0.5715 0.1860 \ 
0.8 
0.1329 0.7446 r 0.516G 0.1445 
0.1054 









/ 0.1711 \ / r 0.7038 0.5370 0.1779 \ 
0 . 9 0.1244 0.7038 r 0.4781 0.1385 
0.09G8 





广 0.1(328� / r 0.6633 0.5030 0 . 1 6 8 8 � 
1 0.1166 0.G633 r 0.4410 0.1310 丄 0.0889 









Table 3.5: Maximum likelihood parameter estimates of Example 1 for 7\ = 0.8, 0.9 and 
1, i = L 2 , - - - . 2 4 
The proposed method can also liaiidlc different sets of "yt^ iu) values. In this case, only 
minor modifications to the input script are needed. Firstly, it is necessary to construct 
a new table of 7t2(ti) values and a new table of ipt2{ti) values based on the table of 
values. Secondly, one should discard all the zero ipt2(ti) values in each row, without 
changing the order of the non-zero elements, and then put the reduced ipt2{ti) table into 










. \ 1 
Figure 3.1: //., values for Tt = 0.8, 0.9 and 1 in Example 1 
selection matrices of the correct pattern and the other patterns that, the correct pat teni 
may be misclassified to. and make corresponding modifications to the Algebra section. 
3.2 Example 2 
By changing the number of groups to p\ = T and making other necessary amendments 
such as the specification of the iiiisclassification probabilities, the input script in Example 
1 can also be used for data analyses of ranking data with p alternatives. We illustrate 
this by an example with 3 ranking alternatives based on artificial data. 
Consider an artificial dataset that consists of 300 observations of the underlying vector 
Y == (y!， "^2，be ing drawn from the multivariate normal distribution with mean and 
22 
covariance matr ix given by 
/i = 
/ 0 . 2 \ 
0 . ： 
(T 
and S 
r 0.5 0 . 2 � 
0.5 r (T 
\ o . 2 0* r 
rospertivcly. The tnio parameters marked with asterisks are fixed values. The clatasot is 
presented in Table 3.6. 
Pattern t ft 
Pat tern 1: V1 > Y2 > >3 62 
Pat tern 2: n > V'a > Y: 46 
Pat tern 3: Y'2 > V'l > Y3 68 
Pat tern 4: V2 > VI5 > Vi 23 
Pat tern 5: > Y^ > ¥2 57 
Pat tern 6: > V<2 > Yi 44 
Table 3.6: Artificial data set with p = 3 
All analysis procedure can be easily developed by modifying the input script in Ex-
ample 1. As there are totally 3! = 6 observable ranking patterns for any dataset with 
p = 3, we put "NG=6" and "NI=2" in Group 1 of the input script, to specify that there 
are totally 6 groups in the input script. The layout of each group of this input script is 
similar to that of the input script in Example 1. Please refer to Appendix C for details. 
For the selection matrices St, ( = 1, 2，•. •，6，please refer to Chapter 2 . 
We consider the situations in which Tt — 0.8, 0.9 and 1 respectively, where f. 二 
1,2, • • • .6 . In other words, we employ the set of Jt2{u) values given in Table 2.1 and 
the misclassificatioii probabilities as shown in Table 2.2 to Table 2.4. 
A ranking pat tern in the form of Z 二（Zi’ Z2，？㊀广 was obtained for each observation 
by comparing the Vj's in each observation, where i = 1 ,2,3. The larger the value of Yi 
was, the higher was the ranking of alternative i. For Tt 二 0.8 and 0.9, some da ta points 
23 
of oach of the 6 ranking pat terns were made rnisclassified into other ranking pat terns 
according to the probabilities in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3. 
The misclassified da ta was then analysed by Mx to estimate the true parameter mean 
vector " = (".1’ " 2 ， a n d t rue parameter covariance matrix E 二 {(Jij}-
The summary table for the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters in 
and S for r, = 0.8，0.9 and 1, t = 1, 2, • • •, 6 is presented in Table 3.7. A graphical 
comparison o f v a l u e s for different t , values is also shown in Figure 3.2. 
show tha t the proposed procedure can produce parameter estimates that 
the t n ie i^araiiiet.er values. The performance of the proposed procedure has 
examined by a sinnilation study. Details are provided in Chapter 5. 
The results 
are close to 
been further 
Tt A' t 
/ 0.2359 \ / r 0.5401 0.1647 \ 
0.8 0.1397 




(r 1* / 



















1. I = 
3.7: 
1,2. 
Maximum likelihood parameter estimates of Example 2 for Tt = 0.8, 0.9 and 








Figure 3.2: /,； values for Tt = 0.8, 0.9 and 1 in Example 2 
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Chapter 4 
Covariance structure analysis 
The proposed met hod of analyzing ranking data, with inisclassificatioii can also be gener-
alized for analyzing models with different, structures in the covariance inatrix S. Suppose 
tha t elements of I； are functions of a set of paraineteis collected in 9, then tt, in (2.5) will 
be a funct ion of /./ and 0. Similarly, the likelihood function, siicli as that for p — S in (2.9) 
and that for p = 4 in (3.2) will be a function of and 9. Maxiiiiiiuii likelihood estimates 
ft of and f) of 0 can be obtained by maximizing the likelihood function. The procedure 
can filst) be iiupleineiited in Mx. Given that an ]\lx input script, lias been constructed 
to produce the iiiaxinmiii likelihood estimates /} of and E of the script with minor 
modifications can be used to find the maximum likelihood estimate 0 of 9. We illustrate 
this by an example based on real data. 
Maydeii-Olvares (1999) applied aii one-factor factor analysis model E = AAT +屯 with 
iio misclassificatioii structure to analyze the dataset. in Example 1, with the constraints 
// 二 0:二（），aiicl E equals to a correlation inatrix. Such an analysis can be coiidiictod 
by modifying the Mx input script constructed in Appendix A. 
The modification in Group 1 will be as follows. In the Matrix section, instead of speci-
fying correlation matrix P we specify the matrices K and 5, which store the factor loading 
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matrix A and the matr ix of error variance 少 respectively. Matrix II that corresponds to 
/i is specified so t h a t all its elements arc fixed at 0. We also specify the free and fixed 
parameters and s tar t ing values for the estimation of the parameters in matrices K and 
S instead of matr ix P. In the Algebra section we add the command line " P = K * K ' + S " , 
which specifies the factor analysis model structure in E. 
In each of Group 2 to Group 24. in the Matrix section, we add the specification tha t 
the matrices K and S used in the group are the same as those in Group 1. We also keep 
tli(； specification tha t matr ix I) is the same ais tha t in Group 1, therefore we do not need 
to add the coniniand line “I)二K*K,+S” in the Algebra section. 
As S is constrained to be a correlation matrix. Group 25，a constraint group, is needed. 
Ill Group 25 we coiistraiii the diagonal elements of niatrix P to 丄. 
The modified Mx input script for this example is given in Appendix D. By comparing 
the input scripts in Appendices D and A, it can be seen tha t the modifications are minimal. 
We consider the situations in which t> .— 0.8, 0.9 and 1 respectively, where I = 
1,2, . . . . 2 4 . The si tuation in which Tt — 1 represents a model of no iiiisclassificatioii 
and rechices to the one tha t is the same as that in Maydeii-Olivares (1999). 
The summary table for the maximiini likelihood estimates of the parameters in A and 
the diagonal of 屯 for n = 0.8, 0.9 and 1, i = 1,2, • • • ,24 is presented in Table 4.1. The 
parameter ext imates for Tf = 1 are again very close to those given by Maydeii-Olivares 
(1999, Table 3). Also we can see tha t as Tt changes, the maximum likelihood parameter 
estimates do not change substantially. The results suggest that when n is at least 0.8, 




/0 .8811 \ 
0.8063 
0.5965 
V 0* j 
(0.2237 0.3499 0.6441 r ) 
0.9 
/ 0.8566 \ 
0.7716 
0.5699 
V 0* ) 





V 0* ) 
(0.3051 0.4535 0.7003 1*) 
Table 4.1: Maxiimim likelihood parameter estimates of Example 3 for r^  = 0.8, 0.9 and 




5.1 Simulation 1 
To better assess the performance of the proposed procedure, a sinnilation study was con-
clucted. A model with three ranking alternatives, as shown in Chapter 2, was employed, 
and a total of 12 designs were considered. The different designs were generated by us-
ing coinbiiiatioiis of two sets of misclassification probabilities, two sets of true parameter 
mean vectors, and three sets of true parameter covariance matrices. The sample size for 
each design was n = 2000. 
The two sots of inisclasRification probabilities wore shown in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3. 





and (b) " . 二 
- 0 . 5 � 
0.5 
(T 
The three sets of true parameter covariance matrices are 
/ r 0 0 
E 二 0 r 
0 cr 
cr (b) E 二 
0.5 0 .5 \ 
0.5 r 
0.5 (T 
(T and (c) S 二 0.5 
—0.5 0* 
0.5 一 0 . 5 � 
(T 
The entries in the true parameter mean vectors and true parameter covariance matrices 
tha t are marked with asterisks are fixed values. 
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The number of simulation replication for each of the 12 designs is 100. For each 
replication, a dataset of sample size n = 2000 was generated from the multivariate normal 
distribution, with mean and covariance equal to one set of the true parameter mean vectors 
and one set of the t rue parameter covariance matrices listed above. Each sample was in 
the form of the vector Y = (Vi, >2, Va)^, as shown in Chapter 2. 
A ranking pa t te rn in the form of Z = (Zi, Z2, was obtained for each observation 
by comparing the V'^ 's in each observation, where i = 1,2,3. The larger the value of 
Yi was, the higher was the ranking of alternative •/.. Some data points of each of the 6 
ranking pa t te rns were made misclassiiied into other ranking pat terns according to the 
piol)al)ilities in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3. 
The niisclassified da ta was then analysed by the proposed model. Mx is used to find 
the iiiaxiinuiii likelihood estimates of the mean vector /./. = (//i, /./2, f 'sY and the covariance 
iiiatrix E = {cr,；,}. 
Aieaiis and s tandard errors of the parameter estimates were computed for each siniu-
latioii design to assess the accuracy of the parameter estimates. The average of the means 
across the 100 replications are compared to the true parameter values for each design. The 
number of 95% confidence intervals (out of the 100 replications) containing each of the 
t rue parameter was also counted. To assess the accuracy of standard error estimate for 
a parameter 没“ the empirical sampling standard deviation based on the 100 replications 
SD{6i) and the mean across the 100 replications of the standard error estimates SE{6i) 
were used to compute the ratio R = SI){0i)/SE{0i). 
The results of the simulation study are presented in Table 5.1 to Table 5.8. The mean 
values of all the parameter estimates are close to the true parameters, suggesting tha t 
the proposed procedure can produce accurate parameter estimates. The numbers of 95% 
30 
confidonco intervals (out of the 100 replications) containing each of the true parameter 
are also close to 95. Comparing Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 to Table 5.5 and Table 5.6, and 
Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 to Table 5.7 and Table 5.8，we can see that as the probability of 
being classified correctly increases, R becomes closer to 1. The results provide evidence 
tha t the estimation procedure produces reliable parameter estimates and standard errors. 
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True Parameter estimates 
Mean “ Covariance S Mean /} Covariance E 
r 0 0 
0 r (T 
0 0* r 
一 0 . 0 0 1 9 � 
-0 .0003 
0* 
0.0047 -0 .0028 \ 
0.0047 r 







一 0 . 0 0 1 0 
-0 .0009 
0" 
0.5 - 0 . 5 \ / 0.0053 \ 
0.0029 
0* 
r 0.5020 0.4978 \ 
0.5020 r 0* 
0.4978 0* r 
r 0.5106 -0 .4932 \ 
0.5106 r (T 





Table 5.1: Simulation results: p = 3, probability of being clcissificd correctly = 0.8, sample 








o b o r 
( ) ( T 
E 二 
0.5 0 . 5 � 




— \ 0" 
r 0.5 
0.5 r 
- 0 . 5 (T 




ill : 0.9389 
fi2 : 0.9320 
(712 ： 0 . 7 1 1 8 
(713 : 0.6134 
Ai : 0.8658 
ii2 : 1.0101 
(Ji2 ： 0.6552 
斤13 : 0 . 7 3 5 5 
fii : 0.9361 
A2 ： 0.9348 
(J12 ： 0.6868 
(Ti3 : 0.6927 
Number of C.I. 
containing true 
parameter value 
(out of 100) 
fii : 96 
" 2 ： 9 7 
6-12 ： 9 7 
(713 ： 1 0 0 
/ii : 97 
fi2 : 96 
0-12 : 100 
: 9 9 
Ai ： 97 
ih ： 93 
a u ： 99 
(713 ： 1 0 0 
Table 5.2: Simulation results: p 二 3，probability of being classified correctly = 0.8, sample 
size = 2000 
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p.i ： 0.8250 
fi.2 ： 0.8291 
(712 ： 0 . 7 7 5 8 
(713 ： 0 . 7 2 2 6 
fi-i ： 97 
厂,2 ： 9 9 
a-12 ： 99 
(713 ： 1 0 0 
= 
- 0 . 5 � 
0.5 
0* 
- 0 . 5 \ 
0.5 
0* 
E - 0.5 
0.5 
0.5 0 .5 \ 
r 0， 
0* r 
s = 0.5 




- 0 . 5 � 
cr 
f l l • 0.8192 "1 ： 98 
P'2 : 0.7784 A‘2 ： 99 
：0.6923 <712 ： 100 
：0.7380 ^13 ： 100 
f l l : 0.8641 P.1 ： ：99 
fl’2 : 0.8367 fl.2 ： ；97 
斤12 ：0.7864 <5"12 ：99 
斤13 ：0.7040 ^13 ： 100 
Table 5.4: Simulation results: p = 3, probability of being classified correctly = 0.8, sample 
size = 2000 
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Covariance E Mean " 
-0 .5070 \ 
0.4959 
Covariance E 
r 0 0 
0 r 0* 
0 0* r 
Vz 
(T 
-0 .0064 -0 .0069 \ 
-0 .0064 
-0 .0069 (T 
- 0 . 5 
0.5 
(T 
r 0.5 0.5 \ 
0.5 r 0* 




r 0.5013 0 . 5 0 0 8 � 
0.5013 r (T 
0.5008 cr r 
0.5 - 0 . 5 \ 0.4916 —0.5089� 
0.4916 r 0* 
-0 .5089 cr r 









Table 5.3: Simulation results: p = 3, probability of being classified corrcctly 二 (J.8, sample 
size = 2000 
Tnie Parameter estimates 
Mean Covariance SD{0i)ISE[0i) 
Number of C.I. 
containing t rue 
parameter value 
(out of 100) 
厂 0 0 
0 r (r 
0 0* r 
E 二 
5 ) ？Sb 
I'= 
/7,1 ： 0 . 9 9 3 0 
112 ： 0 . 9 7 8 2 
^12 ： 0 . 8 9 5 6 
(713 ： 0 . 7 6 7 5 
fii ： 94 
fi.2 ： 96 
<712 ： 97 









r 0.5 0 . 5 � 
0.5 r 0* 
0.5 (T r 
E = 
r 0.5 - 0 . 5 \ 
0.5 r (T 
- 0 . 5 (T r 
Al : 0 . 9 2 1 8 Ai : 9 7 
"2 : 1 . 0 4 8 4 ih: 9 6 
斤12 : 0 . 8 0 2 7 0-12 : 1 0 0 
: 0 . 9 0 7 0 : 9 5 
0 . 9 7 3 9 Ail : : 9 6 
ik • 0 . 9 8 3 2 ft’2 ： ； 9 2 
<3"12 :0.8585 : 9 6 
:0.8349 : 9 7 
Table 5.6: Simulation results: p = 3, probability of being classified correctly — 0.9, sample 
size == 2000 
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True Parameter estimates 




r 0 0 
0 r 0* 




0.0042 -0 .0033 \ 
0.0042 r 














r 0.5018 0.4979 \ 
0.5018 r 0* 
0.4979 (T r 





0.5 - 0 . 5 \ 
0.5 







0 . 5 1 1 2 1* 
-0.4926 (T 
Table 5.5: Siiniilatiori results: ]) = 3, probability of being classified correctly = 0.9，sample 
size = 2000 “ “ 
True Parameter estimates 
Mean Covariance SD{0,)ISE{6,) 
Number of C.I. 
containing true 
parameter value 
(out of 100) 
o b
 r 














0 r 0* 
0 cr r 
Mean /i 




r -0.0070 - 0 . 0 0 6 9 � 
0.0070 r 0 




r 0.5 0.5 \ 
0.5 r 0* 









- 0 . 5 
0.5 
(T 
r 0.5 - 0 . 5 \ 
0.5 r 0* 








Table 5.7: Simulation results: p = 3, probability of being classified coircctly = 0.9, sample 
size = 2000 “ “ 
True 
Mean 
/ ' 二 
f r 0 0 \ 
0.5 E 二 0 r (r 
V 0* ) 0 cr r ) 
Covariance 
( - 0 . 5 � / r 0.5 0.5 \ 
0.5 E = 0.5 r cr 
\ 0* > � 0 . 5 cr I V 
( V 0.5 
0.5 E 二 0.5 r 
V 0* ) 1 - 0 . 5 0* 

























Number of C.I. 
containing true 
parameter value 
(out of 100) 
/7,i : 96 
f丨 2 ： 9 9 
(Ji2 ： 98 
<ti3 ： 98 
pi : 96 
/).2 : 97 
5-12 ： 9 7 
<Ji3 ： 98 
/li : 96 
p2 : 96 
0-12 ： 9 5 
(3-13 : 98 
Table 5.8: Simulation results: p 
size = 2000 







o r b 
o o -0.0041 -0.0105A 
-0.0041 
-0.0105 cr 














0.5 - 0 . 5 \ r 
0.5 









Table 5.9: Simulation results: p = 3’ probability of boing classified correctly = 0.8，sample 
size 二 300 
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5.2 Simulation 2 
To assess the performance of the proposed procedure under smaller sample sizes, a simu-
lation process that has the same setup as shown in Section 5.1 except with a sample size 
of n = 300 was employed. 
The results of the simulation study are presented in Table 5.9 to Table 5.16. The mean 
values of all the parameter estimates are close to the true parameters. The numbers of 
959c parameter estimate confidence intervals (out of the 100 replications) containing each 
of the true parameter are also close to 95. Comparing Table 5.9 and Table 5.10 to Table 
5.13 and Tahle 5.14, and Table 5.11 and Table 5.12 to Table 5.15 to Table 5.16, we 
can see as the probability of being classified correcth'' increases, R becomes closer to 1. 
The results also provide evidence that the estimation procedure also produces reliable 
parameter estimates and standard errors under smaller sample sizes. 
True Parameter estimates 












/ 0 \ / V 0 0 \ 
0 E = 0 r 0* 




( 0 \ ( r 0.5 0 . 5 \ 
0 
广、本 
E = 0.5 r 0* 
/"� r* /•、：it -1 ^ 0.5 
/ 0 \ ( r 0.5 - 0 . 5 \ 
0 E 二 0.5 r (r 
^ - 0 . 5 0* r ) 
Parameter estimates 
SD{e,)ISE{k) 
Ai ： 0.8817 
"2 : 0.9068 
(712 : 0.8000 
(Ti3 : 0.6762 
Ai ： 2.5846 
fi.2 ： 2 . 1 8 3 0 
(Ji2 ： 0.6267 
(Ti3 : 0.6616 
/7.1 : 0.9210 
fL2 : 0.8366 
(7,2 : 0.G341 
(Ti3 : 0.7596 
Number of C.I. 
containing true 
parameter value 
(out of 100) 
: 98 
"2 : 99 
0-12 ： 9 7 
(713 ： 9 9 
Ai ： 98 
fi.2 ： 97 
0-12 ： 9 9 
(Ti3 : 100 
Ai : 94 
ih : 97 
Gn : 100 
5-,3 ： 9 7 
Table 5.10: Siiimlatioii results: p = 3, pi.obabilit� ' of being classified correctly = 0.8， 
sample size = 300 
True Parameter estimates 
Mean ji 
0.5 
\ 0* / 
/ - 0 
Covariance E 
n 
Mean /}, Covariance E 
0 0 
0 r 0* 
0 (T r 





























r 0.4909 0 . 5 0 9 0 � 
0.4909 r 0* 



















Table 5.11: Simulation results: p = 3, probability of being classified correctly = 0.8, 









V 0* ) 
E = 
/ ' • = 





r 0 0 
0 r cr 








d 1  o * 5
 5 
l o o 
、
 
S 二 0.5 1 
- 0 . 5 0 
























Number of C.I. 
containing true 
parameter value 
(out of 100) 
//•i : 96 
ih : 98 
a-12 ： 99 
(Ti3 ： 100 
: 9 8 
f丨.2 ： 9 4 
(Jl2 ： 1 0 0 
<713 ： 9 8 
fii : 100 
(l2 : 100 
(Ti2 : 100 
<3-13 ： 9 9 
Tal)le 5.12: Simulation results: /; = 3, probability of being classified correctly = 0.8, 
sample size = 300 
True Parameter estimates 
Mean Covariance E Mean fi Covariance S 
r 0.0070 0.0025 \ 
0.0070 r 0* 




r 0 0 
0 r 0* 









r 0.5 0 . 5 � 
0.5 r cr 
0.5 cr r 
r 0.5040 0.5093 
0.5040 r 0* 




r 0.5 - 0 . 5 
0.5 r 0* 








-0 .5032 cr 
Table 5.13: Simulation results: p = 3，probability of being classified correctly = 0.9， 
sample size = 300 
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0.5 - 0 . 5 \ 
S = 0.5 r 









Ai : 94 
fio : 98 
(Ti2 : 96 
<713 ： 94 
Table 5.14: Sinnilation results: p = 3, probability of being classified correctly _ - 0.9’ 
sample size = 300 




Covariaiice E Mean /}, Covariaiice £ 
0.0090 -0 .0213 \ 
o b
 r 
o r b r o
 o 







~ r 0.5016 0.5161 \ 
0.5016 r 0* 
0.5161 0* r 
- 0 . 5 
0.5 
cr 






r 0.5017 - 0 . 4 9 7 8 � 
0.5017 r 0* 
-0 .4978 0* r 











Table 5.15: Simulation results: p 二 3, probability of being classified correctly - 0.9， 





( 0 ^ 
0 E 二 







( 0 \ / r 0.5 0.5 \ 
" = 0 s = 0.5 r (T 
W ) [ o f j cr r ) 
Parameter estimates 
SD{di)/S~E{ei) 
Number of C.I. 
containing true 
parameter value 







fii : 96 
jh •  96 
gi2 '• 95 









/},i : 97 
fi.2 ： 97 
(712 : 99 







一 0 . 5、 ( V 0 0 \ 
0.5 E = 0 r 0* 
(T ) 0 cr 1*) 








 n ^ 





- 0 . 5 0* 



























Number of C.I. 
containing true 
parameter value 
(out of 100) 
Ai : 94 
p.2 ： 96 
^12 ： 9 8 
(Ti3 ： 96 
： 9 7 
f丨.2 ： 9 1 
(Ji2 ： 97 
5-13 : 96 
p.[ : 96 
/i2 : 99 
^12 ： 1 0 0 
^13 ： 9 7 
Table 5.16: Sinnilation results: p 
sample size = 300 




We have devclopexl a model and an analysis lorocechire in the Tlmrslonian [raiiiework for 
analyzing ranking dat a with misclassilicalion, and have examined the iinpleiiieiit atioii of 
the analysis procedure by the Mx program. The met hod can also be applied to analyze 
(lata with no miscUissification struct lire. 
The analysis procedure in this thesis is based on tlie assuinption that niisclassification 
probabilities are known. When prior infonnatioii is available for calibrating the pi.obabil-
ity of iiiisflassilicalioii. aiialy/iiig iiiisclassilicd i.aiikhig data with the as8uini)tioii of known 
niisclassification pi.oha.hilities is a sounding and feasible inetliod to examine the struct ure 
of misclassificatioii. When no prior infonnatioii is available for calibrating the misclassi-
ficatiori probability accurately, one can consider using the double sampling method (Yiii 
and Poon, 2007) to examine the niisclassification structure of the data. 
The Mx inpnl script consists of many groups when the immbei, of ranking alternatives 
is large, and its preparation seems to be tedious. However, a systematic method to prepare 
input script templates for ranking data of p alternatives has been discussed. This form 
of the standard input template can be easily used for any other ranking data analysis 
due to the replicable nature of the command statements across different groups. Only 
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spocification of the da ta set and the model in Group 1, the number of groups (which equals 
p!)，and the inisclcissilication probabilities are required to modify. Fm.tliei.morc，diffcient 
s t ructures can be incorporated into the covariance matrix in a straightforward manner. 
Only specification of the covariance structure across the groups is needed. Constraints on 
parameters can be handled by adding a constraint group to specify any constraints in the 
s tructure. This greatly increases the types of models that can be used to analyze ranking 
da ta . 
The long Mx input scripts shown in this thesis are clue to that the proposed method 
of analyzing ranking data with inisclassification is performed through the use of user-
defined fit functions rather than the built-in fit functions in jNIx. As we have shown tliat 
Mx has a lot of potential in analyzing ranking data, software developers can write built-in 
functions for analyzing ranking data with or without misclassification structure in a very 
ea.sy manner. 
It should be, however, noted that the frequency of each possible ranking pattern should 
not be too small in order to achieve accurate parameter estimates. As the possible niiinber 
of ranking pat tern increases drastically with the immbei, of alternatives to be ranked, the 
sample size required would also need to be increased substantially to ensure that there 
are enough occurrences in each possible ranking pattern. A sample size of about 300, 
as shown in previous chapters, would give accurate parameter estimates for the situation 
with 3 ranking alternatives. When there is, say, 5 alternatives, the sample size should be 
considerably larger. 
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A p p e n d i x A: M x input script for ranking data data with p = 4 
File example1.mx 
2431 means object 2 most preferred, 4 the second, 
3 the third ， 1 the least 
Group 1 
DAta NG=24 NI=3 
Begin Matrices； 
H Full 4 1 Free 
！ mean vector, can be further modelled, invariant 
Stan 4 4 Free 
covariaiice matrix, can be further modelled, invariant 
Full 1 24 
stores the observed frequency, specification invariant 
Full 3 4 











































Specify H 1 2 
Specify P 5 6 
fixed ("0") parameters 
and fixed ("0") parameters 
3 0 ！ specify free and 
^ 7 8 9 0 ! specify free 
Matrix H 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ！ starting values 
Matrix P 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ！ starting values 
Matrix 0 f ile=exainplel. obs ！ read in the data file 
Matrix A 
1 - 1 0 0 
1 0 - 1 0 
1 0 0 - 1 
Matrix U 100.0 100.0 100.0 ！ invariant 
Matrix L 0.0 0.0 0.0 ！ invariant 
Matrix T i l l ! invariant 
Matrix I -2.0 ！ invariant 
Matrix V file=exainplelmisclassprob.txt 
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Matrix B file=selectionmatrix.1 
Matrix D file=selectionmatrix.2 
Matrix F file=selectionmatrix.3 
Matrix Q file=selectionmatrix.4 
Matrix W file=selectionmatrix.5 
Matrix Y file=selectionmatrix.6 
Matrix C f ile=selectionmatrix.7 
Matrix E file=selectionmatrix.9 
Matrix G file=selectionmatrix.13 
Matrix R file=selectionmatrix.15 
Matrix J 1 1 1 10 
！ for extracting $\psi_{l(t1)}$ from $V$ 
Matrix M 1 1 1 1 













Compute I*\part(0,M)*\ln(\part(V,J)*(X_Z)) / 
Option User defined It=2000 0ptimality=0.00000001 
Function precision=0.00000001 End / 
End 
invariant for any analyses of p=4 Group 2 
DA NI=0 
Begin Matrices； 
H Full 4 1 =H1 
P 
A 
mean vector, can be further modelled, invariant 
Stan 4 4 =P1 
covariance matrix, can be further modelled, invariant 
Full 1 24 =01 
stores the observed frequency, specification invariant 
Full 3 4 =A1 
stores the contrast matrix, not required for reduced form 
U Full 1 3 =U1 ！ invariant 
L Full 1 3 =L1 ！ invariant 
T Full 1 3 =T1 ！ invariant 
I Full 1 1 =11 ！ invariant 
V Full 24 10 =V1 ！ invariant 
B Full 3 3 
D Full 3 3 
F Full 3 3 
Q Full 3 3 

















Matrix B file=selectioninatrix. 1 
Matrix D file=selectionmatrix.2 
Matrix F file=selectioiimatrix.3 
Matrix Q file=selectionmatrix.4 
Matrix W file=selectionmatrix.5 
Matrix Y file=selectionmatrix.6 
Matrix C file=selectionmatrix.8 
Matrix E file=selectionmatrix.11 
Matrix G file=selectionmatrix.19 
Matrix R file=selectionmat:rix.21 
Matrix J 2 1 2 10 
！ for extracting $\psi_{2(tl)}$ from $V$ 
Matrix M 1 2 1 2 






\ m n o r ( ( W * A * P * A ( W * A * H ) , _ U _ L _ T 
\mnor((Y*A*P*A,*Y,)一(Y*A*H),一U_L—T 
Z=\mnor((C*A*P*A，*C,)一(C*A*H),_U_L_T 




Compute I*\part(0,M)*\ln(\part(V,J)*(X_Z)) / 
Option User defined 0p=0.00000001 Fu=0.00000001 End 
End 
Group 24 ！ invariant for any analyses of p=4 
DA NI=0 
Begin Matrices； 
H Full 4 1 =H1 
mean vector, can be further modelled, invariant 
P Stan 4 4 =P1 
covariance matrix, can be further modelled, invariant 
Full 1 24 =01 
stores the observed frequency, specification invariant 
A Full 3 4 =A1 
stores the contrast matrix, not required for reduced form 


















1 3 =L1 
1 3 =T1 
1 1 =11 

















Matrix B file 
Matrix D file: 
Matrix F file 
Matrix Q file: 
Matrix W file: 
Matrix Y file: 
Matrix C file: 
Matrix E file: 
Matrix G file: 
Matrix R file: 













！ for extracting $\psi_{24(t1)}$ from $V$ 
Matrix M 1 24 1 24 
！ for extracting the frequency for Pattern 24 from $0$ 
Begin Algebra; 











Compute I*\part(0,M)*\ln(\part(V,J)*(X_Z)) / 
Option User defined 0p=0.00000001 Fu=0.00000001 End 
End 
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Appendix B: Selection matrices for ranking data with p = 4 
0 0\ 
Pattern 1: Vi > K2 > >^3 > n ’ Si = —1 1 0 
V 0 - 1 l y 







V 0 1 - 1 / 
( 0 1 0 \ 
Pattern 3: > > V4, 83 = 1 - 1 0 
V - 1 0 1 / 
� 0 1 0 \ 
Pat teni 4: Y,： > V：,� >>2, S4 = 0 - 1 1 
u 0 - l y 
/ 0 0 1 \ 
Pattern 5: Vi ： > V：,： >)2 ： > V3, 85 = 1 0 —1 
1 ( ) ) 
/ o 0 1 \ 






/ - I 0 0 \ 
Pattern 7: ： > y ,； > n ： 87 = 0 1 0 
V 0 - 1 1 / 
/ - I 0 0 \ 





- 1 / 
/ - I 1 0 \ 
Pattern 9 ： > 2： > n ： ,S(j = 0 - 1 0 
V 0 0 1 / 
Pattern 10: � � � V i , Sio = 
1 0 
0 0 - 1 / 
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Pattern 15: V3 > V2 > ^ > V：,  Sir)= 
Pattern 16: ) � > V2 > Ki > Vi, Sjg = 
Pat tern 17: > 3 > K! > \ \ > > 2, S ^ = 
Pat tern 18: > Y^  > Y2 > Vi, Sis = 
Pat tern 19: K, > K i � V 2 > V3, Sjg = 
Pattern 20: n > > ^ > V2, S20 = 
Pat tern 21: >^4 > >2 > > V3, S21 = 
—1 0 1 
V () 0 - 1 
fo - 1 1 \ 
0 0 - 1 












/ 0 0 - 1 \ 
1 0 0 
V - I 1 0 y 
fo 0 - i \ 
0 1 0 
VI - 1 0 / 
1 \ 
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Pattern 11: > > ^ > Sn = 
0 1 
0 - 1 
1 0 
Pattern 12: V2 > V4 > V3 > S12 = 
0 
Pattern 13: ^ > > >^2 > K , S13 = 





/ O —1 0 
Pattern 14: > >"1 > ^ > V2, S u = 0 
•1/ 
01 70  
Pattern 22: ¥4 > Y2 > Y3 > Y^ S22 = 
Pat tern 23: K! > >3 > > >^ 2, S23 = 
0 -
0 
0 - 1 \ 
1 0 
0 y 
/O 1 - 1 \ 
- 1 0 
0 0 
Pattern 24: K, > ^ > > Vi, S24 = —1 0 
0 0 
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A p p e n d i x C: M x input script for ranking data data w i t h /； = 3 
！ File exainple2.mx 
！ 231 means object 2 most preferred, 3 the second, 
Group 1 
DAta NG=6 NI=2 
Begin Matrices； 
H Full 3 1 Free 
！ mean vector, can 
P Stan 3 3 Free 
！ covariance 
0 Full 1 6 
！ stores the 
A Full 2 3 
！ stores the 
the least 
U Full 1 2 
L Full 1 2 
T Full 1 2 
I Full 1 1 
V Full 6 3 
B Full 2 2 
D Full 2 2 
F Full 2 2 
J Full 1 4 
M Full 1 4 
End Matrices； 
Specify H 1 2 0 
Specify P 4 5 0 
Matrix H 0.0 0.0 0.0 
be further modelled, invariant 
mtx, can be further modelled, invariant 
observed frequency, specification invariant 











1 - 1 0 










specify free and fixed 
specify free and fixed 
starting values 
0.0 0.0 0.0 ！ starting values 
file=example2.obs ！ read in the data file 
parameters 
parameters 
100.0 100.0 ！ invariant 
0.0 0.0 ！ invariant 
1 1 ！ invariant 
-2.0 ！ invariant 




1 1 1 3 
for extracting $\psi_{l(tl)}$ from $V$ 
Matrix M 1 1 1 1 






\ _ r ((F*A*P*A (F*A*H) ‘ _U_L_T)； 
End Algebra; 
Compute I*\part(0,M)*\ln(\part(V,J)*(X_Z)) / 
Option User defined It=2000 0ptimality=0.00000001 
Function precision=0.00000001 End / 
End 
Group 2 ！ invariant for any analyses of p=4 
DA NI=0 
Begin Matrices； 
H Full 3 1 =H1 
mean vector, can be further modelled, invariant 
P Stan 3 3 =P1 








L Full 1 
T Full 1 








the observed frequency, specification invariant 
3 =A1 


















Matrix B file=selectioiiinatrix 
Matrix D file=selectionmatrix 
Matrix F file=selectionma"t:rix. 5 
Matrix J 2 1 2 3 
！ for extracting $\psi_{2(tl)}$ from $V$ 
Matrix M 1 2 1 2 
！ for extracting the frequency for Pattern 2 from $0$ 
Begin Algebra; 




Compute I*\part(0,M)*\ln(\part(V,J)*(X_Z)) / 
Option User defined 0p=0.00000001 Fu=0.00000001 End / 
End 
Group 6 ！ invariant for any analyses of p=4 
DA NI=0 
Begin Matrices; 
H Full 3 1 =H1 
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nean vector, can be further modelled, invariant 
P Stan 3 3 =P1 
covariance mtx, can be further modelled, invariant 
6 =01 
the observed frequency, specification invariant 
3 =A1 


















A Full 2 
stores 
U Full 1 
L Full 1 
T Full 1 
I Full 1 
V Full 6 
B Full 2 
D Full 2 
F Full 2 
J Full 1 
M Full 1 
End Matrices; 
Matrix B file=selectionmatrix.4 
Matrix D file=selectionmatrix.5 
Matrix F file=selectionmatrix.6 
Matrix J 6 1 6 3 
！ for extracting $\psi_"C6(tl)}$ from $V$ 
Matrix M 1 6 1 6 






Compute I*\part(0,M)*\ln(\part(V,J)*(X_Z)) / 
Option User defined 0p=0.00000001 Fu=0.00000001 End / 
End 
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A p p e n d i x D: M x input script for /, = 4 with covariance structure 
File example1.mx 
2431 means object 2 most preferred, 4 the second, 
3 the third ， 1 the least 
Group 1 
DAta NG=25 NI=3 
Begin Matrices； 
H Full 4 1 Free 
！ mean vector, can be further modelled, invariant 
K Full 4 1 Free 
！ factor loading matrix, invariant 
S Diag 4 4 Free 
！ error variance matrix, invariant 
0 Full 1 24 ！ stores the observed frequency, specification invariant 











































Specify H 0 0 0 0 
Specify K 5 6 7 0 
Specify S 9 10 11 





1 - 1 0 0 
1 0 - 1 0 




！ specify free and fixed ("0") parameters 
！ specify free and fixed ("0") parameters 
0 ！ specify free and fixed ("0") parameters 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ！ starting values 
0.8 0.8 0.8 0.0 ！ starting values 
0.36 0.36 0.36 1.0 ！ starting values 
file=examplel.obs ！ read in the data file 
100.0 100.0 100.0 ！ invariant 
0.0 0.0 0.0 ！ invariant 
1 1 1 ! invariant 
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Matrix I -2.0 ！ invariant 
Matrix V file=exainplelmisclassprob.txt 
Matrix B file=selectionmatrix.1 
Matrix D file=selectionmatrix.2 
Matrix F file=selectioiimatrix.3 
Matrix Q file=selectionmatrix.4 
Matrix W file=selectioiiinatrix.5 
Matrix Y file=selectionmatrix.6 
Matrix C file=selectionmatrix.7 
Matrix E file=select:ionina"tri:x.9 
Matrix G file=selectionmatrix.13 
Matrix R file=selectionmatrix.15 
Matrix J 1 1 1 10 
！ for extracting $S_1$ from $V$ 
Matrix M 1 1 1 1 






\ m n o r ( ( Q * A * P * A ( Q * A * H )‘ _ U _ L _ T 





\ m i i o r ( ( R 氺 氺 A * H ) ， _ U _ L _ T . 
End Algebra; 
Compute I*\part(0,M)*\ln(\part(V,J)*(X_Z)) / 
Option User defined It=2000 Optimality=0.00000001 
Function precisioii=0.00000001 End / 
End 
Group 2 ！ invariant for any analyses of p=4 
DA NI=0 
Begin Matrices； 
H Full 4 1 =H1 
！ mean vector, can b e further modelled. 
K Full 4 1 =K1 
！ factor loading matrix, invariant 
S Diag 4 4 =S1 
！ error variance matrix. invariant 









1 24 =01 
3 4 =A1 
1 3 =U1 
1 3 =L1 
1 3 =T1 




stores the observed frequency, specification invariant 



















Matrix B f 
Matrix D f 
Matrix F f 
Matrix Q f 
Matrix W f 
Matrix Y f 
















！ for extracting $S_2$ from $V$ 
Matrix M 1 2 1 2 




\ m n o r ( ( F * A * P * A ( F * A * H ) , _ U _ L _ T 
Xmnor((Q*A*P*A,*Q,)_(Q*A*H),_U_L_T 
\mnor ( ( W * A * P * A ( W * A * H ) , _U_L_T 
\ m n o r ( ( Y * A * P * A ( Y + A * H ) , _ U _ L _ T 
Z = \ m n o r ( ( C * A * P * A ( C * A * H ) , _ U _ L _ T 
\mnor((E*A*P*A,*E,)_(E*A*H),_U_L_T 
\ i n n o r ( ( G * A * P * A ( G * A * H ) , _ U _ L _ T 
\mnor((R*A*P*A'*R0 _(R*A*H)‘_U_L_T . 
End Algebra; 
Compute I*\part(0,M)*\ln(\part(V,J)*(X. 





Group 25 Constraint group ！ constrain diagonal elements of the 
Constraint ！ covariance matrix to 1 
Matrices=Group 1 
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